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Background
Simulation based medical education (SBE) is a major
component of high quality medical education, an integral part of
UK medical training [1], with evidence for educational benefits
and patient safety [2].
SBE is especially valuable in acute situations, which arise
rarely but require rapid and skilled intervention to prevent
patient deterioration.
In practice there are challenges delivering SBE, usually prearranged sessions requiring study leave, outwith the clinical
environment and usual working team. In Situ Simulation
occurs in the clinical setting whilst ‘on duty’ [3].

“Real situation which highlighted real
escalation and protocols”

Aims
 Involve clinical teams during usual working hours
 Deliver scenarios in under 30 minutes
 Junior doctors, Advanced Nurse
Practitioners (ANPs) & AAU nurses on
the on-call team participate
 Scenarios responding to needs of
AAU; technical & non-technical skills

2. Learning outcomes are explicitly linked to specific training
curricula and participants are issued with an e-certificate to
upload to their e-portfolio:

 Tailor scenarios in response to
clinical incidents in AAU
 Identify environmental limitations,
protocol or equipment problems in AAU

Methods
 Scenarios delivered by senior medics, using dedicated highquality simulation technology and video equipment in AAU
.
 On-call team (foundation, medical, GP trainees, nurses &
ANPs) take part, in their respective roles
 Acute scenario, lasting 10 minutes, followed by debrief

3. As a direct consequence of our programme, we have
implemented several changes in AAU. For example:
 Higher strength dextrose now available
 Hypo-box now stored in a consistent position
 Knowledge of how to activate the Major Haemorrhage Protocol

Conclusions
In-situ simulation in AAU is an efficient, pragmatic, locally
delivered programme which focuses on quality improvement for
education and patient safety.
Future priorities are to maximise participation, develop scenarios
tailored to the needs of AAU and participants, and develop ways
to demonstrate benefits for education and patient safety.

Outcomes
1. Participant reported outcomes are highly favourable (n=. 24):
"I believe this course's content is important to
progressing in my role"

"I believe it will be meaningful to apply what I
learned today to my role"
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"The class environment helped me to learn"

"I feel confident that I will be able to apply today
what I learned back into my job"
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